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A nibble, a snack, a break-bite-no matter what you call it, tea time is alive and well in homes and

classrooms across America. Make this every-day occurrence extraordinary with more

mouth-watering recipes from Queen of Kids' Cuisine Barbara Beery and Batter Up Kids. More than

just tea and cakes, Pink Princess Tea Parties includes perfect little bites and tiny treats to keep kids

busy in the kitchen and having fun with friends! Enjoy such delights as the Pink Princess Smoothie,

Sweetheart Shortbread, Royal Raspberry Tarts, Princess Candy Crunch, and Gingerbread Tea

Loaves. Filled with easy-to-follow instructions and full-color photography, Pink Princess Tea Parties

is ideal for tea parties, birthday parties, or any playtime, and is sure to delight the little princess in all

of us! Barbara Beery founded the popular Batter Up Kids Culinary Center in Austin, Texas almost

twenty years ago. She holds a bachelor's degree in elementary education from the University of

Texas and is an active member of the International Association of Culinary Professionals (IACP).

Barbara's recipes and cooking school have been featured on NBC's Today Show, as well as in The

New York Times, FamilyFun magazine, and Southern Living. She has also been featured on the

Food Network and various ABC, CBS, and NBC television affiliates. Barbara is also the author of

The Pink Princess Cookbook, Fairies Cookbook, Mermaid Cookbook, Sensational Snacks, and

Delicious Desserts and is currently franchising Batter Up Kids Culinary Centers.
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A childhood tea party - all little girls have thrown a make believe one, but as adults, reality is at their

fingertips. "Pink Princess Tea Parties" is a cookbook filled with simple recipes for light, sweet, and

delectable 'tea party' style foods and beverages sure to please a hostess living out their childhood

fantasies, as well as their guests (who may or may not be in on the fantasy). Featuring dishes such

as Pink Princess Smoothies, Sweetheart Shortbread, and Confetti Meringue Cookies, and full color

photos of almost every recipe, "Pink Princess Tea Parties" is highly recommended for community

library cookbook collections.

These books have alot of the cutest, simplest ideas you've ever seen. A couple of the recipes are

more just ways to serve something such as ice cream with a decorative flair. At the  price, they are

well worth it and great activities for you and your little girl.

I like the recipes just fine and the pictures make everything look really good. HOWEVER, all the

pages are stuck together around the spiral binder. So when I slowly pull them apart, many of the

pages are damaged. For that reason, if I were you, I'd think a lot before you buy this book!

Full of fun, unique recipes, with many color photos. I can't wait to start having tea parties!

Holy cow! I wish I had had more time to play with the recipes in this book before my

grand-daughter's tea party. Lots of fun, tasty, easy recipes in this book. I'm going to have to have

more tea parties!

I am throwing a fairy party for my daughter's third birthday. First I purchased the Fairy Cookbook

from the same author. I was disappoited that almost all the recipies were sweet. So, I decided to

give this cookbook a try and see if I could find a couple more ideas that were not cupcakes or

browines. It was wonderful! So far beyond my expectations. It has an excellent variety of sweet &

savory recipies along with several drink recipies. I am actually going to use far more recipies from

this book for my daughter's fairy party than from the Fairy Cookbook.The recipies are simple,

elegant, and easy to make. The book itself is beautiful! My 2-year-old daughter likes to just sit and

flip though the pages. She thinks it's wonderful. I highly recommend this cookbook. It is so versitile. I

can't wait to get the other ones in the series. They are so well done and are a really great price.



Wonderful ideas for parties for your little princess! Add a few cookie/cake pops to the recipe

book...and it will be well-rounded. Delightful, fun & whimsical! My (5 yr. old)granddaughter loves it!!!

:-D

My girls borrowed this book from the library and then couldn't stand to give it back. All of the recipes

we tried come out really well. Love that they are simple and give ways for the kids to participate.
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